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Pinnacle Peak Rejuvenation Center, a brand new med spa and boutique offering the best medically-proven facial and body treatments currently
available in the country and featuring state-of-the-art services in a luxurious spa setting has recently opened in North Scottsdale!

Located at the base of Pinnacle Peak Mountain, the center provides these treatments to both residents and guests of resorts in and around the
Pinnacle Peak and North Scottsdale area including Troon, Troon North, Desert Highlands, Estancia, Desert Mountain, the Four Seasons and
The Rocks. With magnificent views of the Sonoran desert seen from its treatment rooms, the center provides a beautiful and quiet setting for the
highest quality clinically-proven services that help clients look healthy and feel fabulous at every age.

Pinnacle Peak Rejuvenation Center offers a variety of professional medical treatments and skin products, including Laser Hair Therapy, Zerona
Body Contouring, BioMedic Micropeels, Laser360 skin rejuvenation technology, Juvederm, Botox and more. The med spa’s spacious 2,105
square feet provides four treatment rooms, a makeup application niche, consultation offices and a generous lobby and boutique reception area,
offering top-of-the-line retail and products such as clinical-quality sun-protection lines and Jane Iredale Mineral Cosmetics.  

All treatments are overseen by physician Vince Marino, M.D., board certified in emergency room medicine, who is invaluable onsite in
evaluating and guaranteeing the highest quality and care involved in all services. Founder and president of the Arizona Aesthetics Association,
and a trained aesthetician and educator, Rikki Kusy also lends her experience as spa director and lead aesthetician of Pinnacle Peak
Rejuvenation Center.  Top-rated Botox and dermal filler specialists and laser technicians also add to the experience and education behind the
Center’s vision.

Pinnacle Peak Rejuvenation Center uses only medical-grade products and utilizes the most up-to-date product lines, procedures, technology &
techniques to enhance its clients’ personalized skincare needs. Located on Alma School Rd. and Thompson Peak Parkway near the Four
Seasons Resort, the brand new center is now open and taking new clients, with treatments available Tuesday through Saturday.  For more
information or a tour of Pinnacle Peak Rejuvenation Center, please call 480.563.2223 or visit www.scottsdalerejuvenation.com.
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